TEXAS’S REFORMS ENSURE
SECURE VOTING ACCESS FOR ALL
Once you cut through the partisan attacks and misleading rhetoric, it is clear that Texas’s proposed
reforms will make it easy to vote and hard to cheat.

TEXAS TAKI NG AC T IO N O N E LE CTIO N S ECURITY
Texas’s legislature is undertaking a number of important reforms that will strengthen the security of their
elections while maintaining access for all voters.
Despite partisan obstruction by Democrats in Texas and across the country, these reforms will help
ensure Texas voters can have confidence in their system.
The reforms that have been proposed in Texas include important safeguards for absentee voting and
other processes to bolster security and reduce the possibility of abuse.
Many of the reforms proposed in Texas are commonsense safeguards that return things to a prepandemic norm and revert temporary measures that were never meant to be permanent.

EASY TO VOT E A N D HA R D TO C H E AT
Under the proposed reforms in Texas, voters would continue to have access to numerous voting options,
while ensuring a secure and fair system.
The reforms proposed in Texas would maintain safe, easy, and secure access for all voters.
Texas offers 2 weeks of in-person early voting, more than New York and New Jersey.
If the proposed reforms pass, Texas would have longer early voting hours than required
in states like Maryland and New Mexico.
Despite the misinformation from the left claiming “voter suppression,” the numbers show voter
participation continues to soar in Texas.
Texas saw 66% voter turnout in 2020, a mark it had not hit in nearly 30 years.
Both candidates saw record vote totals for their parties in Texas in 2020.

DES PE R ATE S M E A R S AG A I NST ELE CTIO N SAFEGUARDS
While the left attempts to demonize Texas’s reforms as “restrictions” on voting, that could not be further
from the truth.
The recent ruling by the Supreme Court on election safeguards affirmed that states clearly have the right
to protect the security of their election process.
The commonsense safeguards that the left has attempted to demonize enjoy widespread support from
Texans.
An overwhelming 81% of Texans support voter ID, according to a 2019 poll.
While the left continues to oppose any safeguards on mail-in voting, voters disagree.
58% of Texas voters are concerned an increase in mail-in voting could increase fraud.
Two-thirds of Americans support applying voter ID requirements to mail-in ballots.
The left argues that rolling back emergency measures like drive thru voting will restrict access,
even though they were only meant to be temporary.
With the pandemic receding and widespread vaccine availability it is only natural for
these temporary emergency procedures to be removed.

